Mutations conferring foscarnet resistance in a cohort of patients with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome and cytomegalovirus retinitis.
The clinical significance of cytomegalovirus (CMV) foscarnet resistance was studied in patients with acquired immunodeficiency syndrome and CMV retinitis. Sequencing of the CMV pol gene was performed in 30 isolates. Phenotypic resistance was characterized by the DNA hybridization assay (DHA) in 30 isolates and by plaque-reduction assay (PRA) in 18 isolates. Nine isolates had foscarnet resistance mutations, including V787L and E756Q that were confirmed by marker transfer experiments. Seven of 9 isolates with a 50% inhibitory concentration (IC(50)) >600 microM by DHA had genotypic resistance, compared with 2 of 21 with an IC(50) < or =600 microM (P=.0005). By PRA, 5 isolates had an IC(50) >400 microM and genotypic resistance, whereas only 1 of 13 susceptible isolates had genotypic resistance (P=.0007). Sixteen of 18 isolates had concordant PRA and DHA phenotypes. Among 44 patients treated with foscarnet, drug resistance increased the risk of retinitis progression (odds ratio, 14; P=.016). The incidence of foscarnet resistance after 6, 9, and 12 months of therapy was 13%, 24%, and 37%, respectively.